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Advanced Query Builder (AAQB) is a graphical query builder for Delphi and C++ Builder. From it, you can build complex
queries using various wizards and dialogues to create queries on your SQL Server and remove data. There are more than 80
samples of queries from different queries, tables, views and data types. AAQB includes all the ADO components for building
queries for different data sources from standard SQL, MS SQL, MyQL, PostgreSQL, InterBase/Firebird, MSSQL, JDBC,
Stored procedure, ADO, Native C++ ABL and standard VCL. With the help of visual query builder, you can create a complex
query with unions and subqueries, applying multiple filter. The application has a database engine with more than 200 samples of
queries and data types for various DBMS. Advanced Query Builder Showcase: Advanced Query Builder components are fully
tested and approved by the US Government. All the code is free of viruses, Trojan horses, spyware and adware. The
components are designed and prepared for reliable and secure operation in the client computer. The application is tested for
reliability, robustness, and security even in the worst conditions. Delphi XE8 - XE and C++ Builder XE8-XE, Delphi, C++
Builder, VC++, Delphi, C++Builder, VCL Advanced Query Builder for Delphi is a free tool for creating SQL queries. It uses a
visual interface for users, and requires no programming skills to use. This tool has been designed to help professionals and
beginners. To use it, it is easy to drag-and-drop components on the form. These components have predefined properties, and
they are customizable, depending on your needs. You can use the generated query in the VS, SQL Server Profiler or SQL Server
Query Analyzer for further analysis of the database. Advanced Query Builder 4 Demo files Advanced Query Builder for Delphi
4.1.0.20111206 Advanced Query Builder for Delphi 4.1.0 Delphi xe5 or XE4 with Firebird 2.1.4 Copyright © 2010 – 2013
"coding64.com". All rights reserved. For additional information on this product, please contact the Manufacturer. Forum
Threads Delphi XE8 - XE and C++ Builder XE8-XE,

What's New In?

Advanced Query Builder is developed using Java and JavaScript technology. The main goal of its developer is to create a tool
which enables you to write complex SQL queries and then visualizes them in a graphical way. The main features of this tool are:
* Built in SQL-builder, allows you to build raw queries * Visualization of diagrams - subqueries, union, check constraints and
more, using simple to easy to use visual designer * Built-in way to save your queries in various formats * Visualization of
queries - you can also open them from the file explorer * Visualization of SQL diagrams * A possibility to combine two queries
(union) * Support for standard, MS SQL, MySQL, PostgreSQL, and many more SQL platforms, including InterBase/Firebird
and InterBase/Firebird Server. * A possibility to add source location * Tools for advanced customization - you can include more
files, set up the color palette of UI elements, and much more. Features: * Visualize Union, Subquery, Check Constraint, View,
Select, Insert and Delete statements * Build Standard SQL statements and show them in graphical form * Visualize Views -
include additional filters (e.g. WHERE and ORDER BY) * Visualize Dynamic SQL, too * A Graphical visualizer of all
elements of your query and diagrams * Visualize queries in XML format, use it for complex queries * Visualize queries in File
Explorer * Visualize queries in your own folder * Visualize query with items from MyDB list * Choose elements of objects in
the SQL panel * Hide/show tabs * Choose colors for various UI elements * A lot of options to customize the tool * A possibility
to change the standard palette (up to 32 colors) * Save a query in XML format * Save a query to Database (MySQL,
PostgreSQL) * Save a query to XML format (MySQL, PostgreSQL) * Query designer available for standard SQL-builder *
Visualize Source Location objects, including Class and Files * Query graphs - objects used in the SQL diagram, their properties,
class, methods, and more * Query tables - filter list, columns, columns order, filter columns (OR, AND), rules * Query
associations - tables as they are, as well as objects, with their properties, table columns, hierarchy, rules, and more * Query
relations - show complex relations
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7 or higher Processor: 1 GHz single-core (recommended) or dual-core (recommended) Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: DirectX 9.0c Hard Drive: 4 GB available space DirectX: Version 9.0c Network: Broadband Internet connection
Keyboard: Any standard keyboard Mouse: Windows compatible mouse Sound Card: Compatible with DirectX Additional
Notes: Requires installation of Shockwave player. Walkthrough Chapter 1
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